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The Newsletter of the Seattle Robotics Society

SRS Hosts Robothon Northwest

by Bob Nansel
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his Summer the Seattle Robotics Society sponsored for the first time an event we called
Robot/um Northwest. Robothon was an informal mobile
robotics symposium designed to bring together robot
builders for three days of lectures, technical workshops
and robot competition. The event, held in Seattle at
North Seattle Community College July 22 through July
24, drew dedicated robot builders from all over the west
coast of the US and Canada.
·
The technical program included talks on Fuzzy
Logic, robot interfacing, navigation methods, using
Shape Memory alloys, Ultrasonic sensors and new
approaches to AI. In addition to lectures, two master robot builders taught hands-on robot building workshops.
Thursday, the first day of Robothon, opened with
forboding clouds in the morning. We'd had the wettest
July on record and it looked like the Robothon Kickoff
Barbeque planned for that afternoon might be drizzled
out All morning while folks registered we explained to
the out-of-staters, "No, really, this isn't typical Summer
weather for Seattle ... "
First up on the technical program, Hal Bridges from
Hamilton Avnet gave a great talk on Fuzzy Logic, including demonstrations of Fuzzy Logic development
tools suitable for developing Fuzzy applications on a
variety of microcontrollers. Motorola has quite a
collection of Fuzzy Logic code written for its line of 8bit microcontrollers, free for the downloading.
Later that afternoon, I demonstrated tools I've designed to support the ROBI modular Robot Builder
Interface system. I'd given this talk many times before
to robot groups across North America, but this was the
first time I gave it to my own club. In front of everyone,
all of my equipment worked, an omen that maybe my
luck was running better. But still the rain clouds loomed.
Karen and I told the out-of-slaters, "Usually we
have drought conditions in the Summer..."
Nobody believed us; they'd heard too many of the
vicious lies that it rains all the time in Seattle.
Jerry Burton from the Robot Society of Southern
California gave the last talk of the day. He showed off a
nifty modification he'd developed for a standard
Polaroid ultrasonic ranging board. Using a 68HC11 and
a reed relay multiplexer board, Jerry was able to get a

Linda Lunt proudly shows off her robot Amanda, (a modified Albert
design, and, yes, that is lace around the edges). Linda built Amanda in
one of the two intensive robot "build-a-thons" at Robothon Northwest.
Linda's Amanda took first place in the Robot Floor Exercise event.

single ranging board to drive multiple transducers (time multiplexed).
That alone was worth the price of admission since you would normally
need one driver board for each transducer.
But that wasn't all; he'd used the ADC ports of the 68HC11 to
digitize the amplitudes of the return echoes. He demonstrated his
modified ultrasonic system as installed on his robot dog (a metal and
plastic machine named K-9, of course). His sensors recorded return
(Please see Robothon continued on p.5)
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Invention and the Power of Place

H

istories of technical innovation
usually concentrate on the end
product, the successful invention or the
brilliant inventor. But this approach to
history tends to obscure the process of
innovation itself. No innovation occurs
in a vacuum; all great innovations are
embedded in places, institutions and
times that drive the process.
Some of these places are extraordinary, but often little is said of them.
Boston in the sixties and seventies had
such a place, the fulcrum of a technological revolution: Charles Williams Jr's
workshop, a natural gathering place for

hackers.
Williams, a successful independent
engineering consultant, employed 25
talented technicians and specialists at
1()1) Court Street, where his R&D facility
occupied the entire third floor. The
building was shabby, but the rent was
cheap.
What he saved on rent he used to
equip his lab with the best equipment
and materials he could buy. Williams
often took on "White Knight" consulting
contracts. A "White Knight" is a con-

can better be told by the stories of others
around him. In the midst of the turbulence of the war and the civil rights
struggles of the Sixties, many businessmen his of generation scorned the
rebellious youth of America, but
Williams actively embraced them.
Williams especially had a soft spot for
young hackers.
They came to his workshop to talk
and to listen, sometimes even to work
for him. Students and dropouts, drifters
and dreamers, they came and shared
their dreams, their hungers.
One hacker, known by his friends as
"Al" was an oddball by any definition.
He'd dropped out of school and had
subsequently lost or quit every job he
ever had, too lazy, to his parents dismay,
to make it in Corporate America. .
In Boston, Al worked just hard
enough at his dayjob to keep from
getting fired. He lived on junkfood, kept
. late hours and it showed. In his early
twenties, he was rough, spoke poorly
and lacked most basic people skills. He
was, in a word, a nerd.
Al found in Charles Williams and

No innovation occurs in a vacuum; all great
inventions are embedded in times, places
and institutions that drive the process.
sultant brought in by another company to
troubleshoot a hopelessly mired engineering project. It's risky work, but
Williams enjoyed pushing the envelope;
when successfully concluded, these
projects almost always meant more
business for his shop, either in new referrals or in short run manufacturing of
finished JX"oduct.
. If his success could be summed up
in three JX"inciples, they would be 1) Stay
small 2)Hire the best 3)Stay current.
But sanetimes the story of a man

the people surrounding him the technical
and emotional nourishment that he
would need to transform himself. He
rubbed elbows with scientists and engineers with far more education than he,
but at 1()1) Court Street what mattered
was the quality and workability of one's
ideas, not the level of one's education.
He was inspired by everything he
saw and heard. In the nutrient medium
that Williams provided, Al's native genius overcame his laziness and lack of
education. Though he never understood

people, he understood the technology.
He began his own consulting company
in the late sixties, a time when the idea of
the information appliance was still new.
He concentrated first on data
communication equipment, earning the
admiration of business people who increasingly came to depend on the new
"boxes" on their desktops-and on Al's
guru-like ability to debug them. From
there he branched out to recording, multimedia and lighting systems. His story
has become the classic of the garagehacker-to-millionaire-en trepreneur
genre.
Another hacker, a foriegn student
from Scotland, came to 1()1) Court Street
a few years later in the Seventies. His
name was also Al, though he preferred to
be called Alec. Where Al was unkempt
and rough, Alec dressed well and was
anything but a nerd in appearance. He
was a well educated, well mannered man
and could speak eloquently on many
topics. He was about Al's age, but
looked older. Alec mixed easily with the
liberal elite of Boston.
But Alec, like Al, was a nightowl.
He was a radical, exploring the fringes of
perception and expression. He taught in
an experimental school during the day
and at night tinkered with exotic telecommunications hardware, filling his
apartment with various ''blue boxes",
"red boxes" and "black boxes". His goal:
the eventual overthrow of America's
telecommunications megacorporation.
For all his education and polish,
Alec was not as technically able as Al.
He depended on the Court Street scene
not only for his raw materials and
equipment, but for technicians who
could build what Alec could visuali:ze.
His first assistant was George Hamilton,
a man "loaned" to him by military contractor Moses Farmer.
Farmer, an establishment engineer
of national renown, depended on Charles
Williams' firm for quick turn engi( Continued on p.3)
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neering prototypes and advanced
materials. Among other things, Farmer
was working on improving torpedos for
the Navy. Two years after the economy
soured in '73, Farmer decided to close
his Boston operations to concentrate on
his torpedo contracts in Newport, Rhode
Island. He took with him George
Hamilton, So Alec had to find someone

With Tom's help, Alec's efforts finally
bore fruit a year later. Along with Alec's
financier, theirs was to become yet another story about two guys in a garage
starting a Fortune 500 company.
For both Al and Alec, the influence,
encouragement and technical support of
Charles Williams was crucial. 1()() Court
Street in Boston was the nexus of

Throughout history certain places have been
central to change, places like Detroit for
automobiles, Silicon Valley for computers,
Coalbrookdale for steam engines.
else to help him build his increasingly
sophisticated equipment.
He went to Charles Williams for
help. Williams assigned Tom, his best
technician to Alec, and thus Hamilton
lost his chance for fame and fortune.

change. Throughout history certain
places have been central to change,
places like Detroit for automobiles, Silicon Valley for computers,
Coalbrookdale for steam engines. The
technologies that germinated at Charles

The President Says ...

B

ill Harrison's letter last issue got
me thinking about the SRS and its
lack of robots. As Bill pointed out, we
have loads of talent in the club; why
don't we have more working robots?
Conversations with other SRS
members, such as Bill Pirkle and Jim
Deuel, show that others are pushing for
an SRS-standard robot. Ideally, it should
be cheap and easy to build, yet give the
builder a foundation for experiments.
I think we are just about there. The
small 68HC11 machines, described in
my recert Nuts & Volts articles, are certainly easy to build and relatively cheap.
The few remaining problems already
have solutions at hand within the club.
Marvin Green has developed a
small PCB that eliminates point-to-point
or wirewrap construction. Dan Mauch
can handle any CNC work if you want to
design your own board. Others, such as

Bill Harrison, have offered to make their
machining talents available.
My Nuts & Volts articles provide
details on modifying the hobby servos.
This means you can get a high-torque,
low-current motor for only $14 and a
little time.
The same articles provide standard
pinouts for the motor connections,
sensor inputs, and serial link for downloading code into your 68HC11.
Motorola's PCBUGll makes an
excellent tool for tinkering with your
robot's brain. If you want to write your
own code, the matching ASMHCll
assembler provides plenty of power.
Both programs are free and available on
the club's PC.
So what are we lacking?
First, we need a standardized frame.
My little Huey robot seems just a bit too
little. I'm leaning toward something

Williams 1()() Court Street shop are no
less momentous in their affects on our
lives, even though the place and the man
aren't well known. We remember the
people he encouraged, people like Al
and Alec.
If we are to understand fully the
value of place, we must feel the atmosphere of that place, the chemistry of 1()()
Court Street. We have a chance to make
that spirit happen for robotics here.
Seattle should be more than just a
place where robot builders go to exchange information & buy leading edge
supplies. We need the spirit surrounding
1()() Court Street that helped Al and Alec
to create.
Al and Alec? You more likely know
them as Thomas Alva Edison and Alexander Graham Bell; their times were the
18(,()'s and '70s. And, as Paul Harvey
would say, "Now you know the rest of
the story."

The Editor

by Karl Lunt

about 11" in diameter, enough room for
the 68HCI 1 board, four NiCd C-cells,
two servos and wheels, with space left
over for lots of sensors.
I chose 11" because many of Mike
Thyng's contests call for a robot less
than one foot on a side. I think that is a
reasonable limitation, and I would like
all of these robots to be able to compete.
Second, and perhaps more imp<X"tant, we need a simple means of writing
robo-code. Those who are softwarechallenged should not be shut out of the
hobby because they can't handle the
complexities of 68HC11 assembler.
Understand, if you want to change
your robot's behavior, you will be forced
to write software of some type. But it
need not be as arcane as assembler.
Last meeting, Bill Harrison asked
for some guidance as to the "best" ro(Please see Prez Sez continued on p.4)
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botics language. Sorry, Bill, but there is
no such thing. I use assembly because it
creates fast, small code, but a good C
compiler can do the same thing. Others
prefer Forth or BASIC.
Often, the decision is based on the
money in your wallet and the time you
can spend on the hobby. The free
assemblers from Motorola cost much
less than the Dunfield C compiler or the
New Micros Forth systems. Since I have
a lot of experience with assembler, it
doesn't take me long to finish a program.
For those of you with no software
experience yet, I would suggest Forth.
But I don't mean using the New Micros
Forth boards, although if you have the
bucks and some experience, they are
very powerful.
Instead, take a look at a new Forth
compiler I am just finishing. Called
tiny4th, this program turns a Forth
source file into 68HC11 assembly
language.

All you have to do is write your
Forth program, compile it with tiny4th,
assemble it with ASMHCll, and download it into your robot with PCBUG 11.
I will bring a working version to the
next meeting and give a small demo. It
creates tiny code; you can fit very powerful programs into the 2K EEPROM in
a 68hc811e2. An expanded system with
32K of RAM gives you worlds of room.
For those of you well-versed in
Forth, tiny4th is a 16-bit tokenized system that creates programs much smaller
than the standard threaded systems. You
pay a slight penalty in speed, since the
NEXT word must do an index into a
jump table before executing another
word, but the penalty should be
negligible.
The reduced code size occurs because tiny4th only supports 32 8-bit
tokens. Thus, the compiler can reduce
some words (such as TRUE or 0) to a
single byte, compared to the four bytes

such words normally consume in
threaded Forths.
Perhaps this is the last piece to the
puzzle. A standard frame, running standard motors, using standard sensors,
executing code written in a standard
(high-level) language, may just do the
trick.
Bring your thoughts on the SRSstandard robot to upcoming meetings.
We have much to discuss.
Karl

with one major flaw: neighborhood garage sales, all within bicycle distance.
The garage sales tapered off toward
Winter, I finally stopped buying and can
start building. What has all this
procured?
Laser Tag set $10, should be good
for the IREDs.
TI Speak & Spell$ I, should make a
robot voice.
Cordless drill $1, VSR power drill
$3, drafting machine parts $5.

AC strobe $1, 7 8" casters $3,5 gal
shopvac $5, IO-speed bike $25, color
video camera $10. Maybe telepresence
on a IO-speed?

Spontanenus

by Lance Keizer

Straying from Robotics
Early last year I realized that I
wasn't building any robots. SRS
. meetings had become an excuse for surplus shopping which was emptying my
wallet and filling all available space. I
decided not to go to another SRS
meeting until I had robotic progress to
bring.
Saving money while using
accumulated clutter was a nice concept

With a little time, there is more than
books, clothes and dishes to be found at
garage sales.
Having gotten all this stuff, I have
the Winter to build something with it..
Brainstorm!
Lance.
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echo amplitude changes that exactly
correlated with changes in target angleof-incidence, all the time showing constant range. Impressive technology, and
cheap, too. He bas hopes that even more
information can be extracted from the
wavesbape of the echo returns. Kudos to
Jerry for bis pioneering cheap-yet-sophisticated ultrasonics.
After Jerry's talk, Karen and I were
vindicated, when at about four o'clock
the clouds dissipated. At six the Sun

shone on the Sound for the first time in
weeks, and the Kickoff Barbeque was in
full swing at Carkeek Park, which overlooks the Sound. Flipping burgers and
talking robots, we marveled at our good
luck. We told our guests from California
that we knew it would clear up all along.
During the barbeque we got the
chance finally to talk to the Build-a-thon
teachers, Karl and Don. Both bad arrived
at the college with boxes of parts and
bad sequestered themselves with their
students all day.
In these workshops, attendees
would build their own robots from
kits during the first two days of
Robothon, then enter their machines in competion on Saturday,
the last day of the symposium.

The first workshop had started at
nine on Thursday. The workshop, taught
by Karl Brown of Vancouver, British
Columbia, guided beginners through the
steps of building Albert, a robot turtle
controlled by a Motorola 68HC705. In
the workshop Karl covered everything
from how to solder to programming.
We didn't see much of Karl or bis
students for those two first days, but
when they did emerge, the robots they
built looked sporty indeed. Linda Lunt.
one of Karl's students, took her Albert
home Friday night and transformed it
into Amanda with some lace and silk
roses. The next day, Amanda won the
People's Choice award for Best Robot in
the Floor Exercise competition, dazzling
(Continued on p.6)

Left: Roger Gilbertson, with his memory metal powered hexapod
walkning robot, Boris. Plans and parts kits for Boris are available from
Roger's company, Mondo-Tronics.
Inset: A closeup of Boris walking on the overhead projector during
Roger's excellent lecture.
Below, left: Jerry Burton, from the Robot Society of Southam California,
demonstrates his robot, K-9, to Keith Payea of the SRS. Jerry has loaded
K-9 with exceptional Ultrasonic sensing capabilities, including the ability
to digitize amplitudes of return echoes.
Below, right: Anton Staaf starts his robot on another of his winning runs
through the Grand maze. His
three runs came within half a
second of each other. How's
that for repeatability.
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Mike Hansen of the SRS assembles his Whiskers kit during
the Whiskers Bui/dathon.
all who watched with preprogrammed moves synchronized
to music from Flashdance, ("She's a Maniac").
Don Golding of Angelus Research, Angelus Oaks California, taught the other workshop starting Thursday
afternoon. In his workshop swdents assembled Whiskers, a
68HC11-based system programmed in Forth. Most of
Don's workshop dealt with Forth programming. Whiskers
machines are fun to watch and have a lot of potential for
expansion.Don's own Whiskers took second place in the
Grand Maze Contest on Saturday.
On Friday the technical program continued, headed up
with Roger Gilberton's fascinating talk about shape memory alloys and his dynamite demonstrations of various shape
memory alloy powered gizmos. The best demonstration
was of Boris, an earily silent Hexapod walking machine.
Roger set Boris walking around on the glass of the overhead
projector so everyone could watch.
Part way during the demo one of Boris' memory metal
wire actuators came loose (yes, the robot pulled a muscle).
Boris kept right on marching along the rest of Roger's talk,
only now it just limped a little .. I was enchanted by the
whole presentation and Boris was a constant attraction the
whole of Robothon.
Roger founded Mondo-Tronics (along with friend
Chris Paine) in 1986. If Roger and his engineers can just get
around the high power consumption shape memory actuators require then we'll see a revolution in miniature
robotics actuators. If anyone can do it, I'd put my money on
Roger being the one who does it
After Roger's talk, Bill Pirckle from the Northwest
Artificial Intelligence Forum (NAIF) gave a thoughtful talk

on using conditioned response as a strategy for teaching robots a
given task rather than more traditional programming. Bill only half
in jest suggested robots with speech recognition capabilites could
be taught by a combination of positive reinforcement ("Good Robot") and negative reinforcement ("Bad Robot"). Good Robot,
Bad Robot became an in-phrase the rest of the symposium.
Finishing the technical program, Gene Oldfield (Robot Repair
of Sacramento) presented a synopsis of his thesis (a work in
progress) on a unique approach to the robot navigation problem.
He calls his method the Navigation Fan technique. The technique
seems to offer faster and more memory efficient ways for robots to
model the world. Gene foregoes most of the traditional Complex
Configuration space approaches to navigation. I will be very interested to read his full thesis when completed.
Friday night many of the gang spent in the Robothon Hospitality suite. Marvin Green's line follower robot did a few trial runs
on the conference table. Frank Jenkins, one of our California visitors, showed pictures of his robot vacuum cleaner project, Homer.
While others argued, the rest of us were graced with Karl Brown's
skillful classical guitar "practice" session.
Saturday was competition day, the climax of Robothon. As I
mentioned above, Linda Lunt took First in the Floor Exercise event
with her crowd pleaser, Amanda. Jerry took Second with his K-9.
Roger Gilbertson took Third for his Boris.
In the tethered robot contest, Jim Duel beat Karl Lunt. Karl
muttered something about "my E-squared got scrambled ..."
The SRS Grand Maze contest drew quite a crowd. The event
prooved grueling, only two robots making it all the way through.
Anton Staaf took first with his exceptionally reliable ''no-brain"
wall follower. His first run was 1:35.78, followed by runs of
( Continued on p. 7)

Don Golding (right) of Angelus Research assists SRS member Bill
Ha"ison (left) with his Whiskers kit. By the end of Robothon there
were half a dozen Whiskers robots running.
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1:35.29 and 1:35.02, a spread of only 0.76
second.
Don Golding's Whiskers' second and third
runs clocked in at 23.05 and 54.31 seconds, respectively. Only a bad turn in his first run, which
forced him to max at 10 minutes, kept him from
defeating Anton's machine. I have a dream
someday that machines with microprocessors
will consistently beat the no-brain wall followers.
Next year, for sure.
By far the closest contest of the day was the
Line Following event. It was a close contest between Marvin Green and defending champion
Karl Lunt. Karl and Marvin had faced each other
before; this year Marvin was looking to even the
score with bis newest, Zippy Junior.
This year the course was more difficult, and
no robot successfully navigated the course every
time. Karl earned bis First with CBE-J's run of
55.05 seconds, while Marvin took Second with
Zippy Junior's 55.91 second run. I guarantee this
rivalry isn't settled yet

Above: Karl Brown, who originated this popular Albert robot design, shows the
real meaning of a "Hands-On Robot Build-a-thon."
Below: Standings in Robothon Competitions.
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by William Harrison,
Sine Robotics

Gear Center-to-Center Spacing

A

common situation that robot
builders find themselves in, is
transferring rotation from one shaft to
another. A couple of gears are selected,
but how far apart should the shafts be
mounted?
Too far apart, and many bad things
happen: the gears rattle, have excessive
backlash, wear quickly and break more
easly. Too close together, and worse
things happen: the gears bind, use up
excessive power, load bearings excessively and mountings break.
When obtaining gears, there are
several specifications that a robot builder needs to know, such as how many
teeth do they have. One important specification is pitch diameter. It's not
something that can be measured directly
off the gear, but it's needed to find the
center-to-center distance between two
gears.
The Pitch Diameter is the diameter
of the Pitch Circle, which can be considered an imaginary surface that the gear
"rolls" on.
The gears should be mounted so that
the Pitch Circles "roll" on each other.
Therefore, gear center-to-center distance
equals the two Pitch Circle radii added
together. The Pitch Circle Radius is the
Pitch Diameter divided by two. This is
true for the "perfect" situation. Anything
"ofr'-even a little-<::an cause big
binding problems. The gears are always
"off' a little, unless you use very expensive precision gears.
To give a little breathing room, a
little needs to be added to the calculated
center-to-center distance, maybe 0.005
inch. Being a little on the loose side
usually doesn't hurt, but a little tight can
stop a robot
Sometimes the pitch diameter isn't
available, then what? It can be measured,
but most people don't have the
equipment. So, if the two gears are put
together, the approximate center-to-cen-

Pinion

Ani,le (• )

Center to
Center
Diet.llnce

Gear

Figure 1: Gear nomenclature

ter distance can be measured. Most gears
are of standard sires, so a guess at the
actual center-to-center distance and
Pitch diameters can be made.
For example, suppose the measured
center-to-center distance on two identical English system gears are 2.007

inch.

A good guess would make the actual
center to center distance , 2 inches and
the Pitch Diamiters at 1 inch each. So the
shafts would be mounted at a center -tocenter distance of 2.005 inches to give a
little breathing room. Gears can be
trickey, but with some care, are a good
way of transferring rotation from one
shaft to another.
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Circuit Exercises Motor Drivers

T

he ROBI DMC Exerc i ser
presented here is useful both as a
piece of test equipment and as a tool for
exploring the mechanical behavior of
your robot. For any ROBI (rev 1.0)
compatible Dual Motor Driver (DMD)
the Exerciser allows you to manually
control all of the signals needed to make
two motors run under varying speed, direction and brake settings as well as

How the circuit works
The Pulse Width Modulation
(PWM) generator (fig 1) is the heart of
the Exerciser. With the values given for
Rl , R2 and Cl , ICl provides a time base
of 2 kHz to trigger both timers of IC2.
The timers of IC2 or wired in the
rrwnostable or oneshot mode so that each
trigger pulse from ICl initiates a single
output pulse from each timer. The du-

The ROBI Exerciser allows you to check drive
motor wiring and electronics before your
controller sends your robot breakdancing ...
observe all tachometer, sensed direction
and limit conditions the DMD board
provides.
You can do this before writing any
motor control software for your Dual
Motor Controller (DMC), indeed before
you' ve even built the controller. Thus,
you can check for correct drive motor
wiring polarity before your controller
errantly sends your robot break dancing.
A note on DMC pinouts: those of
you who have followed the ROBI
concept first presented in these pages in
the September through November '91
issues will notice the pinouts for the
DMC are a little different than originally
proposed. In particular, there is only a
single EN rather than separate ENA and
ENB signals.
Two new signals have been added,
TO and Tl which allow the ROBI-34
connector to accomodate three more
entirely different interface types beyond
the DMC (more on this in fu ture
articles). Finally, note also that all
outputs from the Motor Controller (MC)
are grouped, as are inputs from the
Motor Driver (MD). This was done for
efficiency's sake and to simplify
interfacing to 1/0 chips that lack the
capability of configuring each bit
independently as Input or Output.

rations of these pulse outputs, Pulse A
and Pulse B, are controlled by R3C3 and
R4C6, respectively.
You can use most any 1 M-ohm linear taper potentiometers for R3 and R4,
but I like to use linear slide pots for this
purpose rather than ordinary rotary pots

by Bob Nansel

because the linear pots give immediate
visual and tactile feedback on the duty
cycles of the Pulse A and Pulse B
outputs.
The rest of the Exerciser circuit can
be broken down into two sections, the
switch control section ( left half of fig 2)
and the feedback display section ( lower
right of fig 2).
In the Switch Control section when
S 1 is set to the "Sign & Magnitude" position it routes the Pulse A and Direction
A signals to the PWMA and DIRA output pins on Jl; here S2 determines what
the level of the DIRA ouput pin will be.
However, when S 1 is set to the "LAP"
(Locked Anti-Phase) position, S2 is disconnected, PWMA is held high and
Pulse A is routed to DIRA instead of
PWMA. S4 and S5 work the same way
for PWMB and DIRB.
LAP is an alternate way to control
motor speed and direction. With PWM
(Continued next page)
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Even I plna grounded
{leNIYed for future upgrade)
Pui.. Width Modulation

5

CIRA

Olreetion al Motion

7

BAKA

Brake

9

PWMB

Pul• Width Modulation

11

OIRB

Olreetion al Motion

13

BAKB

Brake

16

EN-o

Enable Primary

17

TACHA

Tachornller Pulee A

111

SOIRA

Senaed DIR al Motion

21
23
26

l.PA
L.NA
TACHB

Liml Senae, p.,. DIR
Limit San., Nag DIR
Tachornller Pui..

27

SOIRB

Senead DIR al Motion

211

LPB
L.NB

Uml s.n., p.,. DIR

2-32
1
3

31
33
34

TD
T1

lnlarpra11111on

O •MotorOFF
1 =Motor ON
0 = CCW/Posillve
1 • CW/Negative
Os Brake OFF
1 •BrakeON
O•MolorOFF
1 •MotorON
0 • CCW/Positlva
1 • CW/Negallve
Os Brake OFF
1 •BrakeON
0 • Primary functiona
1 • Secondary functiona
PFM aignal, Iraq. fO
Rev/Sac• fO'(countwrav)
0 • CCW/Positlve
1 • CW/Negative

PFM aignal, Iraq. fO
Rev/Sec• fO'{countwrev)
0 • CCW/Posillve
1 • CW/Negallve

Bowca

MC

MC

MC
MC
MC
MC
MC
MO
MO
MO
MO
MO
MO
MO
MO
MO
MO

Llml Senae, Nag DIR
I n t ~ Type bit 0
I n t ~ Type bit 1

held high continuously, DIR causes
motor current to attempt to change direction at the 2 kHz time base. Motors
cannot mechanically respond to such
rapid current reversals, reacting instead
to the average direction of the current
When DIR outputs a 50% duty cycle waveform, the motor is motionless;
higher than 50% the motor turns forward, lower than 50% the motor turns
backward. The speed will be proportional to how far from 50% duty cycle
DIRAgoes.
Why do this? For most applications,
Sign & Magnitude control of motors is
best, but from a control perspective LAP
offers the advantage that you can
smoothly control a motor through zero
speed. With Sign & Magnitude control,
motors behave nonlinearly for low
speeds. Some gearmotors I've experimented with refuse to tum, even with no
(Continued next page)
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load applied, at PWM duty cycles less
than 40%; with LAP you do not have this
problem (however, LAP wastes more
power than Sign & Magnitude control).
Relay-type H-bridges cannot use LAP
crntrol. LAP control is good for precision low-speed positioning systems,
but I would use Sign & Magnitude control everywhere else.
The rest of the switch control
section consists of S3 and S6, which
provide logic levels for BRKA and
BRKB, respectively, and S7, the interface enable switch. Both BRKA and
BRKB overide their respective PWM
and DIR signals. If the DMD board is
capable of it, the motor leads are shorted
together to dynamically brake the motor;
electromagnet-type clutch brakes are also activated by these signals.

The feedback display section allows
simple line level monitoring of TACH,
SDIR, LP and LN signals for A and B
motor channels. IC3 and IC4 are hex
Schmitt trigger inverter/buffers driving
low current LEDs.
RNl and RN2 provide pulldowns so
the inputs ofIC3 and IC4 won't float and
thus be damaged if no DMD is plugged
into Jl . The 100 ohm series resistors
provide protection against overvoltages
and short circuits on the DMD side.
The TACH signals are active low
pulse trains, so the brightness of their
indicators is inversely proportional to
pulse frequencies. I prefer this approach
because each LED then shows the true
input line level.
You could use the two spare invertor/buffers to add another inversion

About the Seattle Robotics Society
The Seattle Robotics Society was formed in 1982 to serve those interested in learning about
and building robots. We are a diverse group of professionals and amateurs, highschool
students and college professors, engineers and tinkerers. Our passion is the creation of
cybernetic creatures that challenge the old definitions of life, intelligence and practicality. We
meet 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon the third Saturday of every month at North Seattle Community
College in room 1652. If you are building a robot or just planning one, come down and meet
the gang. We are on an exciting journey and welcome you to join us.

so brightness would then be proportional
to the T ACH pulse frequencies.
Some improvements for the circuit
might be to add LED indicators for the
output signals, digital frequency counter
displays for the TACH signals, line
floating indicators etc.
A more general ROBI signal generator/monitor could also be made on an
ISA bus half card This would give a
flexible user interface as well as the
ability to work with ROBI type 1, 2 and
3 interfaces as well as the type O DMD
interface (shown in the table, previous
page).
If you try any of these variations, I'd
be interested to see how they work. The
circuit as it stands is simple and inexpensive and should provide a valuable
tool for your robotics workbench.
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Upcoming Events
August27-29, 1993

3rd G.E.A.R.
SRS 3rd Annual Great Escape And Retreat
Campout, South Whidbey Island Stats Park.

September 12

SFRSA Robot Races
Eighth Annual Robot Competition and Exhibition,
San Francisco Exploratorium, 10 am to 4 pm.
Events include: Robotic Rope Climbing, Maze
Wandering and Potato Peeling. Sponsored by the
San Francisco Robotics Society of America and the
Exploratorium. For more information contact Brad
Smallridge at (415) 550-0588.

Contacts
Membership $12 per year, February to
following January, Backissues are $2
for one, $1.50 each additional issue in
US & Canada, $3 for one, $2 each
additional for international orders. Maka
your check in US funds payable to:

Bob Nansel

Encoder Editor
October3

Second Annual Robot Faire.
Orange Coast College (in main cafeteria)
Displays, Demos, Robot Reces, Games, Exhibits,
Videos and much more. 10:00 am to 4:00 pm on
Sunday October 3rd. Sponsored by the Robotics
Society of Southern California. Free admission. For
more information, call (714) 722-0890.

816 N.105
Seattle, WA 98133
(206) 782-5989
Send hardcopy or cisk submissions to
the above address.
For electronic submissions, the Editor
can also be reached at:
Robert Nansel O SRS BBS
206-362-5267, 1200/2400 8N1, 24 Hr

Seattle Robotics Society
816 N. 105
Seattle, WA 98133
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